
DIMENSION-POLYANT CXI cruising laminates were developed to build durable, low stretch 

furling sails. Designed to be extremely stable in radial construction with a soft finish for sail handling,

the new CXI line consists of multiple off angle X-PLY® yarns bracketing a dedicated load bearing polyester warp yarn to ensure 

superior shape holding over the life of the sail. The outer layers of these styles are rugged polyester taffetas with an interwoven fill

ripstop for resistance to chafe and impact while providing additional off angle stretch resistance. Each layer of lamination is treated

with DP’s proprietary UV blocks and anti-microbial agents to extend sail life in direct sunlight exposure while deterring mildew growth.  

CXI

T h e  S a i l c l o t h  P r o d u c e r
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The CXI line is exclusive in the cruising laminate 
market due to its’ multiple angle warp construction. 
While current cruising laminates rely on a dedicated 
warp load yarn and one set of off-angle yarns for load 
disbursement, the CXI line incorporates another set 
of off angle yarns to ensure smooth transitions 
from panel to panel while increasing total warp count 
for increased stretch resistance. The combination of
DIMENSION-POLYANT’s  X-PLY® and INSERT® tech-
nologies to create this unique 0°-13°-22° construction
is a deri-vation of our successful Flex cruise line,
which also incorporates multiple off angle load yards.   

Ripstop taffetas: to eliminate the cost of dedicated 
internal scrims and produce a soft finish for ease of 
sail handling, DIMENSION-POLYANT incorporates
multiple weight fill ripstop taffetas for the outer skins. 
The interwoven ripstop increases abrasion resistance
dramatically and in combination with the multiple inter-
secting warp yarns of the internal lamination creates a 
rugged network of fiber for increased tear strength. 
The addition of DP’s proprietary anti-microbial topcoa-
ting finish to the taffetas minimizes mildew intrusion.

High tenacity yarns: by utilizing high tenacity polyester
yarns in both the warp INSERT® and X-PLY®, the CXI line
ensures less stretch and better recovery in use. The net
result is a better shape retention over the life of the sail.

Step down capabilities: the use of common taffetas
and X-PLY® yarns allows smooth step down construc-
tion for lower load areas throughout the sail, decrea-
sing weight and overall cost. Consistent finish specs
minimize transition issues throughout the differing
weights while maintaining a soft hand for sail handling.

Proven Technology: the CXI line is built on the in-house
laminators of DIMENSION-POLYANT, the only sailcloth
producer with these capabilities. Our proprietary X-PLY®

and INSERT® technologies have produced hundreds
of thousands of yards of durable, long lasting cruising 
fabrics for the serious inshore and offshore sailor.

B a l a n c e d  Wa r p  l o a d i n g

Boat  Length          Application            CXI POLY dT

26 - 30 feet             Mainsail                 CXI10
                                #1                            CXI05
                               #2                            CXI10/CXI05
                                #3                            CXI10

31 - 35 feet             Mainsail                 CXI15/CXI10
                                #1                            CXI10/CXI05
                               #2                            CXI15/CXI10
                                #3                            CXI15/CXI10

36 - 40 feet             Mainsail                 CXI20/CXI15
                                #1                            CXI15/CXI10
                               #2                            CXI15/CXI10
                                #3                            CXI20/CXI15

41 - 45 feet             Mainsail                 CXI20
                                #1                            CXI15
                               #2                            CXI20
                                #3                            CXI20

This fabric line includes UVt® Technology. This extra finishing step offers
increased UV protection, repels moisture wicking, retards microbial growth
and extends taffeta lifespan resulting in a more durable laminate sailcloth.

CXI


